MISSION PARK TO VALLEY MALL VIA CT TRAIL AND BACKROADS

Ride east to UPRIVER DRIVE, turn LEFT and ride north 3.3 miles to UPRIVER DAM.

Turn RIGHT and follow bikeway east to MARINGO. Turn RIGHT, following Maringo to ARGONNE. Turn RIGHT and ride south to LIBERTY, turning right at the signal light. Make an immediate left into alley behind Rocket Bakery and cross first road.

Turn LEFT and ride east on EUCLID, which becomes EMPIRE after passing through signal light. Ride east to CEMENT. Turn RIGHT as the road turns and ride south.

CROSS TRENT at signal light. Turn LEFT onto MIRABEAU PARKWAY and ride east, passing Mirabeau Park and following road east and south to INDIANA. Turn LEFT at signal light. Ride east to VALLEY MALL at the corner (BLACK ANGUS).

RETURN: Ride west, turning left onto INDIANA. Indiana becomes MONTGOMERY after the signal light at PINES. CROSS PINES and ride west. CROSS ARGONNE and ride west until road bears left and becomes SARGENT. Ride south to STOP SIGN, turn RIGHT onto KNOX and ride west to VISTA (stop sign).

Turn LEFT onto VISTA and follow south and turning right as the road bears right and becomes MISSION. Ride west, CROSSING PARK ROAD. Continue riding west. There are several sets of RR Tracks. Exercise caution. At LINDSEY, turn left and ride south to BROADWAY. Turn right and ride west to HAVANA (signal light). Turn LEFT. Ride south on Havana. CROSS SPRAGUE at signal light. Continue riding south to 2ND AVE. (Stop sign). Turn RIGHT and ride west. CROSS FREYA at signal light and ALTAMONT (signal light). PASS FREEWAY ON RAMP ON LEFT and continue riding west to NAPA. Turn right, CROSSING SPRAGUE at signal light. Ride north and CROSS TRENT at signal light. Ride to MISSION, turn left at signal light and ride west, crossing river and returning to MISSION PARK.

Distance: 24 miles Rated: B